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Abstract
Atlas mapping is one of the priority directions of modern cartography. At the last time, atlas information systems, GIS
atlases are actively used, geoportal solutions use for creation of different reference and search systems. The
implementation of geoinformatic and web-technologies open new prospects for creation and using atlases in traditional
paper and electronic forms. At the present time the concept of automated creation of atlases is developed in Moscow
State University of Geodesy and Cartography. It focuses on automatization of most labor-intensive processes of atlas
mapping. One of fundamental stage of creation any atlas is the definition and development of atlas structure. Atlas
structure is a composition and sequence of placement of atlas sections, their framework and location of maps in them.
In the article, the authors consider ways to solve the automation of determining the structure of an atlas.
Keywords: atlas mapping, atlas structure, GIS atlases, geophysical maps, cartographic databases.

INTRODUCTION
One of the priority ways to development of cartography is atlas mapping. At the last time, atlas information systems and
GIS atlases are actively used in mapping, geoportal solutions use for creation of different reference and search systems.
The implementation of geoinformatic and internet-technologies open new prospects for creation and using traditional
paper atlases and atlases in electronic forms. For example, GIS atlases may include large amounts of data and give to
user interactive control of atlas content in web [1]. Nevertheless, the current studies in atlas mapping are mainly
devoted to the results and prospects of creating single atlases, to the development of atlases as independent cartographic
works of various subjects and on a certain territory, and don’t address the issues of automatization the processes of atlas
creation in general sense.
At the present time the concept of automated creation of atlases is developed in Moscow State University of Geodesy
and Cartography. It focuses on automatization of most labor-intensive processes of atlas mapping, among which is the
automated definition of the atlas structure.

THE ATLAS STRUCTURE: GENERAL INFORMATION
The definition and development of atlas structure is a fundamental and laborious stage in the creation of any atlas. In the
narrow sense, the atlas structure is the composition and sequence of atlas sections placement, their framework and
arrangement of maps. Sections of maps can be represented by series of maps, their sets, systems of maps with different
scale, content, and types [2]. The atlas structure can be different depending on the content and purpose of atlas.
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Geographical atlases have the same type of content and established, hierarchically ordered structure [3], which allows
dividing the atlas into component parts, e.g. the Geographic atlas of World (3rd edition, 1999) can be divided by next
sections and subsections: 1. The World – introductory section. 2. Russia, continents, oceans – general maps.
2.1. Regional maps: 2.1.1. Subsections (1 order) – regional geographic maps. 2.1.2. Subsections (2 order) – detail
geographic maps [4].
Thematic atlas structure is very individual [3]. The order of mapping area is organized with principle of the hierarchy of
territorial coverage, and a set of maps is within each territory (section). Complex atlases provide systematic information
about mapped area. Components (sections) of complex atlas traditionally form groups of maps of nature and socioeconomic maps, which in turn are divided into subsections or themes. In this case, the number of maps in the atlas and
their content depend on the geographical features of region, its degree of study, availability of materials for creation,
possibility of their cartographic use [5]. The definition of necessary sections and optimal list of maps in each section is
the main task during development of complex atlas structure.

SOLUTIONS FOR AUTOMATED DEFINITION OF ATLAS STRUCTURE
The use of a unified system of classification and coding of thematic maps
Often the atlas creators are limited to choosing a small number of maps in thematic sections, which significantly
reduces the completeness of atlas content as a whole. For example, a geophysical section in atlases, as a rule, is limited
to maps of two or three geophysical fields (e.g. gravitational, magnetic field and field of study), which leads to
insufficient information content of this section of atlas [1]. Meanwhile, the use of a single, detailed and modern system
of classification and coding of thematic maps will provide a systematic and unified approach to the development of
structure of complex and thematic atlases. It will expand the subject of maps and structure the sections of atlases in
accordance with the current level of development of a specific thematic way.
Today the existing classifications of maps are disjointed. There are contradictions for some thematic sections, there
haven’t been detailed classification taking into account the variety of types of maps. It is necessary to study maps of
nature and socio-economic maps, to form a single database containing the most detailed classification of thematic maps,
the scale mapping levels for each map and the relationship of the map with atlas sections.
It is proposed to use a new classification and coding system for geophysical maps [6], reflecting the completeness of
their content and current state. The classification is based on the facet method, which implies the separation of a set of
geophysical maps into independent classification groups for the allocated grounds (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The system of classification and coding of geophysical maps [6]
The following approaches and criteria are taken into account when developing the classification:
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•

Nature of mapped field – the criterion is used for subdivision of exploration geophysical research methods,
and, as applied to the classification of maps, determines the presence maps of gravity, magnetic, electric,
seismic, thermal, radiometric fields, and other fields which studied in other geophysical disciplines and related
sciences.

•

Genesis of mapped field – it provides for the division of maps of natural fields (fields that exist independently
of human activity, e.g. natural magnetic and gravity fields) and maps of artificial fields (fields that produce by
processes of exploration and anthropogenic activity, e.g. seismic and noise fields, etc.)

•

Accessory of mapped field to the part of geosphere – the criterion takes into account the existence of specific
methods for studying fields in different part of geosphere. For example, aurora maps and maps with results of
magnetic survey will belong to different categories according to this criterion, because they are the result of
observing the magnetic field in different part of geosphere (in the ionosphere and in the lithosphere,
respectively).

•

Degree of transformation of mapped field information – it takes into account the quality of information which
used to compile the map. A distinction is made between the primary (original, initial), the derived (obtained as
a result of mathematical operations on the initial data) and the generalized (obtained as a result of a complex
analysis and generalization of factual data, e.g. study map, zoning map) degree of transformation of
information about mapped field.

Database of geophysical map themes was compiled based on the analysis of geophysical mapping experience. It
contains currently more than ninety items. Each map is assigned an identification code in accordance with the
developed coding system. For example, the code of isochrones map (map that characterizes the observed time of
passage of an artificially induced seismic wave in the earth's crust) has the following form: 4 – seismic field, 2 –
artificial genesis (induced by exploration), 4 – accessory of field to the earth's crust (lithosphere), 1 – primary
transformation of information (observed values). Also optimal scale mapping levels and priority sections of the atlas,
into which the map data should be placed, were determined for each map. The developed database allows in an
interactive mode to define the need to include a particular map in atlas of a certain scale and theme. Thus, the
information collected in process of creation of unified system of classification and coding makes it possible to carry out
an automated determination of the number and subject of geophysical maps in the design of geophysical section of
complex atlases. This approach may be used for each thematic group of maps.
Table 1. The part of encoding database for themes of geophysical maps (e.g., maps of gravity field)
Map name

Code

1

2

3

Gravity

Field

Scale mapping
levels
4
Smaller
1:1 000 000
1:50 000 –
1:1 000 000
1:50 000 –
1:500 000
1:50 000 –
1:500 000

Atlas section
5

Earth gravity field maps (based on satellite missions)

1121

Anomalous gravity field maps (based on air gravity survey)

1122

Anomalous gravity field maps (based on sea gravity survey)

1132

Second derivative of gravity field potential maps (measured by
a gradientometer)

1141

Gravity anomaly maps (Bouguer, free-air anomaly)

1142

Gravity gradient maps (horizontal, vertical, full)

1142

Maps of local and regional components of anomalous gravity
field

1142

Maps of gravity field derivatives (first, second, higher order)

1142

Maps of study of gravity field

1143

Smaller 1:50 000

Geophysics, Geology,
Nature

Zoning maps of gravity field

1143

1:50 000 –
1:500 000

Geophysics, Geology

1:50 000 –
1:50 000 –
1:500 000
1:50 000 –
1:1 000 000
1:50 000 –
1:500 000

Geophysics
Geophysics
Geophysics
Geophysics, Geology
Geophysics, Geology,
Nature
Geophysics
Geophysics, Geology
Geophysics, Geology

Formation and use of the reference and search system of studied atlases
The formation and use of the reference and search system of studied domestic and foreign atlases will allow for the
development of atlas structure to take into account the experience of atlas mapping in a given territory, and identify the
most requested sections and themes of maps. It is contain information about atlas structure, as well as a list of general
geographic and thematic maps.
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At present, the system for searching and storing of studied maps and atlases has developed in MIIGAiK, using the
cartographic fund of the Cartography department. An important part of any cartographic fund is made up of atlases and
their contents in the form of maps of different scales, themes, territorial coverage. It is necessary to take into account the
belonging of maps to the atlas and their place in the atlas structure, and it isn’t required to maps, which represent
individual works. An additional table was created to solve the task of describing map's belonging to the atlas. The table
stores general information about atlases: atlas identifier, atlas name, number of pages, format, country and city of
publication, publisher, year of publication, purpose. Also the table has a spatial field which storing the polygon
corresponding to the full coverage of the atlas. The spatial field helps to find atlases on a spatial basis. Data about maps
of the atlas are stored in another table, which contains information about both independent maps and maps from atlases.
The connection between the atlases and their maps is based on the atlas ID, which is recorded for each map. Thus,
atlases contain two levels of coverage: the coverage of the atlas in general and the coverage of each atlas map [7].

a)

b)
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c)
Figure 2. The geoportal of cartographic fund of Cartography department of MIIGAiK (а – Maps of «Europe» section of
Teacher Geographic atlas (1983), b – Search by attributes of maps of Bashkir ASSR (1976), c – The combination of
spatial and attributive parameters
The search of atlases and their maps is realized with the help of geoportal technologies. Depending on the type of
information representation in the atlas, the technology of map search is different. So the geographical atlas presents a
systematized collection of maps on different territories, different scales and coverage. Therefore, it is convenient to
search for information on a single cartographic basis, on which polygons of atlas maps will be drawn (Figure 2a).
Complex regional atlases show one cartographic area on different thematic maps. The territory is defined in the name of
the atlas, so the search is carried out primarily on the attributes of the maps (Figure 2b). Initially, the atlas is selected
from the general list of atlases, after that the table with information on each map of atlas is displayed. For the thematic
atlases it is typical to grouping of thematic maps on the territorial position. Therefore, it is advisable to search for maps
of atlases by combining spatial and attributive parameters (Figure 2c).
It should be noted that for the development of atlas structure one reference-search system is not enough, because for a
number of thematic maps there are no established sections, their names and composition of maps, and similar research,
aimed at systematizing the themes of maps, are few.

Definition and formalization of factors affecting the inclusion of particular section or separate map to
the atlas
The decision to include a particular map / section to the atlas depends directly on the specificity of the mapped
phenomenon, its distribution within study area and its significance for obtaining a general characteristic of territory. Of
course, it makes no sense to include to atlas a map of phenomenon, distribution of which is insignificant within the map
area. Therefore, the definition and formalization of factors that affect the inclusion to atlas of a specific section or a
separate map avoids artificial enhancement of the completeness of the atlas content.
Factors for including a map / section can be conditionally divided into general and private. General factors include
coverage of mapped space, purpose of atlas, its theme, format and mode of use [3], type of atlas (general geographic,
thematic, complex). Private factors directly characterizing the mapping phenomenon are the most diverse and should be
determined for each topic separately. For example, the decision to include a geophysical map into complex regional
atlas is most affected by the following factors:
•

diversity degree of geophysical field anomalies;

•

character of relief;

•

mineral distribution;
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•

position of territory in relation to seismic activity areas;

•

others.

To take into account these factors, various sources might be used, including published maps and atlases, digital
elevation models, geological and geophysical open data, cartographic databases, etc. These materials are the initial data
for modeling the assessment of need to include a map into atlas. The essence of modeling is to create map of classes for
each factor, where the entire range of values is divided into several categories, and the joint analysis of these classes
maps. For example, in order to take into account the diversity degree of geophysical field anomalies, it is possible to use
prepared maps of the field variability with the identification of regions with weak, moderate and strong variability, and
to account the distribution of minerals – to use prepared maps of mineral deposits density.
Evaluation of the need to include the map / section of atlas is carried out either as a result of an overlay analysis of
factor maps (where each factor is considered equivalent), or as a result of using the weighted values method (where
different factors influence is taken into account). The decision to include the map / section into atlas will be made based
on how variable the values of the resulting intersection areas are, or on the basis of how widespread the regions with
increased factors are.
Thus, to integrate accounting of such factors with respect to any thematic maps, it is advisable to get information from
existing atlases maps, since both general and private factors has a fairly well-defined distribution in space and they are
presented in an easy-to-analyze cartographic form.

Accounting of study degree of mapped object and phenomenon
The study is a special factor that determines the general expediency of mapped object and phenomenon. It characterizes
the availability of data sources for mapping. Consider the analysis of mapped object and phenomenon study on the
example of geophysical fields.
As the main source of data, it is expedient to use geological and geophysical materials available in open use, including
GIS atlases [1]. Information about geophysical study is often presented in the form of cartographic materials (maps,
cartograms) or study schemes, which show the contours of the survey (Figure 3).

Figure 3 – Scheme of geophysical study of Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Okrug – Yugra
(GIS atlas «Subsoil of Russia») [8]
Information about the study can be treated as one method of geophysical exploration (e.g. maps of the study by
aeromagnetic survey), and to several methods (e.g. maps of the study of gravity and magnetic survey). The belonging of
spatial boundaries to a certain method of exploration, as well as the subdivision of surveys in terms of scale, accuracy,
year, and other parameters, is indicated by the color of contour or by internal shading or filling. The combination of
several parameters on the map causes the use of a large number of graphical variables to ensure a separate perception of
objects and makes it difficult a visual assessment of phenomenon.
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Picture 4 – Dynamics of the density of gravimetric observations
in territory of the KhMAO map
In order to automate the decision to include a single map into
atlas with taking into account the degree of phenomenon study,
the most optimal way of showing the study is the isoline
method. Figure 4 presents the author's map «Dynamics of the
density of gravimetric observations in territory of the KhantyMansiysk Autonomous Okrug». The density of gravimetric
observations, calculated from open data, is displayed in layered
color. The isolines of the density of study objects make it
possible to estimate the quantity and quality of surveys [9], as
well as the overall degree of study of the territory. According to
the map, in the greater part of the territory of KhMAO, there are
observed higher density of observations, which allows us to
conclude that the map of the gravity field must be included in
the geophysical section of the atlas. In addition, such series of
maps can be included in the atlas as independent series of maps,
which allows significantly expanding the composition and
increasing the information content of geophysical section of
atlases.
Figure 5 – Map «Finland, Sweden, Norway,
To formalize the accounting of the phenomenon study for each
Denmark, Iceland. Physical map». Teacher
subject of maps, a database of basic and additional data sources
Geographic atlas, 1983. [10]
should be developed. The database should contain the source
data, source for their receipt, date of updating, key indicators, etc. The database, firstly, will allow determining the
general state of the phenomenon study, since the more sources of information about the phenomenon are available, the
more likely it is to map it to provide an integrated assessment of the territory. Secondly, on the basis of the database it is
possible to provide access to information sources and to compile an analysis density map in an automated mode and use
it for the final decision to include the map into the atlas.

Development of methods for definition of possible combinations of territories
During developing thematic and geographical atlases, the actual problem is to determine the optimal combination of the
territories (states) shown on the atlas pages, because it is impossible to display a separate territory on each page. This is
due to the difference in the size of territories and the need to compliance the scale multiplicity (the territories should be
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shown on the same scale or on a similar scale). Therefore, several countries are often shown on one atlas page
(Figure 5).
To determine the possible combinations of territories (states), it is necessary to consider the following factors:
•

Physico-geographical;

•

Economic-geographical;

•

International-economic;

•

Historical.

To formalize the choice of combinations of territories, it is necessary to determine the indicators for each factor, on the
basis of which it is necessary to create a database in which all possible pairs of states and their parameters are presented.

CONCLUSIONS
The problems considered in the article to automate the process of definition the list of maps of different types of atlases
will ensure the speediness of their creation and improve their quality. At present, the testing of the proposed solutions is
carried out using the example of creating complex atlases of certain regions of Russia and the geographical atlas of the
World. For regional complex atlases, first of all, the problems of developing sections of nature maps and socioeconomic maps on the example of geophysical maps and population maps, respectively, as characteristic representatives
of these sections are solved. In the future, it is planned to expand the subject of the maps under consideration, and also
the development of algorithms and software implementation for automation of listed problems will be provided.
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